
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Distance       
Learning Plan 
Our school has a very important task: to prepare our children to meet the 
future out of a sense of inner freedom and purpose. 
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Statement of Purpose  
 

At Sophia Mundi Steiner School we are proud to deliver a high-quality Steiner and International 

Baccalaureate education. We are also proud that we will continue to do so under exceptional 

circumstances that may require partial or full campus closure. In such circumstances, our 

commitment is to provide an alternative means of education in the form of Distance Learning. Our 

teaching staff can deliver instruction that allows students to meet expected standards. 

The success of our Distance Learning plan is dependent on careful planning and delivery by our 

faculties, appropriate student motivation and engagement, and strong parent support.  

The purpose of this document is to outline how Sophia Mundi will offer  Distance Learning to 

students in different ways depending on the year level.   

For students in Classes 11 and 12 this will include both an Asynchronous Learning Environment as 

well as Synchronous real-time engagements. An Asynchronous Learning describes the part of an 

educational program in which participants do not require teachers or fellow students to be online at 

the same time. Synchronous learning refers to the real-time online participation of students and 

educators in timetabled classes. 

This Distance Learning Plan will define the following:  

• An Implementation Procedure to conduct school remotely until resumption of normal 

operations 

• Details the expectations required of both teachers and families for the successful continuation 

of student learning and family communication and 

Distance Learning Platforms at Sophia Mundi 
The following Online Platforms support both Distance Learning and faculty/student/family 

collaboration to ensure a quality student learning experience when planning and delivering 

remotely:  

• Office 365 - Outlook (email) & Sharepoint 

• Microsoft Teams and Classroom 

• Managebac (Year 11 & 12 only)  

• Edumate  
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Roles and Responsibilities (School) 
 

Leadership Team 1. Create developmentally appropriate plans for distance learning.  
2. Communicate with faculty/staff and parents.  
3. Support faculty/staff and parents during Distance Learning.  
4. Ensure effective implementation of Distance Learning plan and 

accountability for student learning. 

Subject Teachers  1. Collaborate with colleagues to design Distance Learning experiences for 
students.  

2. Develop high-quality student learning experiences.  
3. Communicate with and provide timely feedback to students and parents  

IB Coordinator 1. Remain in contact with the IBO  
2. Communicate information from the IBO to teachers, parents and students, 

as it becomes available. 

Administration  1. Support Staff, Students and parents with the delivery of Distance Learning  
2. Central communication centre for School    

General Staff Provide support and assistance to assigned Class levels and/or subject area 
teachers as requested. 

Instrumental Music 
Tutors and 
Teachers 

1. Collaborate with colleagues to design Distance Learning experiences for 
students.  

2. Develop high-quality student learning experiences.  

3. Communicate with and provide timely feedback to students and parents  

 

Roles and Responsibilities (Students) 

• Dedicate appropriate time to learning as guided by your teacher/s.  

• Check online platforms for information on courses, assignments, resources daily where 

appropriate.  

• Attend, as much as possible, the regular synchronous engagements offered by each of your 

teacher/s. 

For any questions please contact your Class Teacher or Guardian 

Roles and Responsibilities (Parents/Guardians) 
Support your child/ren in their learning by:  

• Providing an environment conducive to learning (access to technology where appropriate, 

safe and quiet space during daytime).  

• Engaging in conversations on materials, assignments.  

• Monitoring time spent engaging in online and offline learning, including variables like that of 

preferred learning times (morning, afternoon, evening).  

• Encouraging attendance, to the regular synchronous engagements offered by each of their 

child’s teacher/s.  

• Supporting emotional balance by providing ample room and time for reflection, physical 

activity, conversation, and play. 
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Guidelines for the Use of Digital Resources 
This section should be read in conjunction with the Online Communication, Mobile Phone, 

Interactive and Digital Technologies Policy and Procedure which can be found on our website.  

Mobile Phones/devices must not be in the room where students are studying or in the online class 

environment.  

General Guidelines 

• Online communication (through online platforms, email, social media, SMS etc.) must be 

done in a way that is ethical, lawful and respectful. 

• Students must never photograph or record any person without their permission. 

• Distribution, by forwarding, posting or sharing, of another person’s images, video and/or 

personal information must not occur without their permission. 

• It is a criminal offence to use a mobile phone or other devices to menace, harass or offend 

another person. It is not a matter of the intention of the perpetrator, but the perception of 

the recipient as to whether something is menacing, harassing or offensive.   

• If restorative action undertaken by the school is deemed ineffective, the Principal may 

consider it appropriate to involve Victoria Police. 

Appropriate Use of Technology 

• Respectful and safe use of technology is required. Students are expected to access and use 

technology in a manner that aligns with Sophia Mundi’s commitment to respectful relationships. 

• Any student who uses vulgar, derogatory, or obscene language while using any online forum 

(including Managebac, Teams, Classroom or Sharepoint) or their mobile phone will face 

disciplinary action as sanctioned by the Principal. 

• Students may not engage in personal attacks, harass another person, or post private 

information about another person using any online platform and/or by SMS messages, 

taking/sending photos or objectionable images, and phone calls.  

• Students using any online platform and/or mobile phones to bully other students will face 

disciplinary action as sanctioned by the Principal. 

The Principal and teachers will endeavour, with due regard to practical considerations, to:  

• follow procedures for fairness and due process where there is an alleged misuse or breach of 

this policy including investigating any reported misuse and, where possible, accurately 

retracing misuse to the offender. 

• tailor disciplinary action taken in relation to students to meet specific concerns related to 

the breach, and assist students in gaining the self-discipline necessary to behave 

appropriately when using the online services; and 

• promptly address the online publication of defamatory material about staff members or 

students. 
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Specific Guidance for School-based platforms 

• Microsoft Teams or Classroom Chat feature 

Any posting using the Microsoft Teams chat feature (if enabled) must follow the above 

guidelines in addition: 

• Only questions and comments related to the topic under discussion are allowed in 

the discussion thread, 

• No extraneous material (pictures, GIFs, emojis, etc.) are to be used in any message 

thread. 

• If engaging in person to person chat, the discussion must relate only to teaching and 

learning.  

• Collaborative Documents (OneNote, PowerPoint, etc.) 

• Teams allows for online collaboration on documents. Any class-related, collaborative 

tasks/work MUST take place on this platform.  

• All documents created and used by any team member(s) (student) or owner 

(teacher) are to be for the sole use of teaching and learning and all material within 

these documents are to be directly related to the learning task and to a specific 

learning outcome.  

• Live Class Participation & Recordings 

Classes may be recorded at the discretion of the teacher to allow those who are unable to 

attend the class due to illness to access the material.  

• Students must be on time to class as far as they are able. 

• Students must be in a quiet space equipped with a desk and bring all required 

materials to class. 

• Students must dress appropriately for class  

• Microphones are to be muted unless otherwise directed by the teacher. 

• Video Features 

▪ We will not ask students to use their cameras during meetings or live 

classes for the sake of bandwidth and privacy. 

▪  There may be occasions (for example, a music lesson where a teacher needs 

to see finger placement on an instrument, or a student is giving a 

presentation or a teacher is conducting a summative assessment) where the 

camera may be necessary. In these cases, teachers will communicate with 

the students ahead of time.  

▪ The teacher will be using their camera or sharing their screen (PowerPoint or 

another document) to facilitate online learning.  

▪ Should the video feature need to be enabled, backgrounds are to be blurred 

(using the inbuilt feature in Teams). 

• Recorded classes are not to be downloaded or posted anywhere outside of the 

original team (for example, YouTube).  
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Email 

• Students or their carers are expected to check email at least twice a day when Distance 

Learning is occurring.  

• Emails are to be used for education purposes only and is subject to the guidance above. 

Primary School Distance Learning Plan 
Statement of Purpose: In the occurrence of an entire Sophia Mundi shutdown, the Primary School 

intends to run a modified online programme for students in Classes Prep – 6. We will continue to 

provide rich, appropriate curriculum content, tasks and activities to ensure that students are 

progressing with their education.  

Timetable and Work Requirements 

 

Prep 

For the Early Childhood students, a list of poems, stories and activities will be sent home by Rene 

and Lola.  It is important that parents and carers spend time reading and telling stories to the 

children, this will inform their play and artistic activities such as drawing, painting and modelling.  

Where possible recorded audio will be accessible, and Rene will communicate how this may be 

accessed.  We request that children have access to a variety of materials for artistic activities I.e. 

pencils, crayons, paint and bees wax.  Rene will contact parents to outline her availability for ongoing 

communication with parents. 

 

Classes 1 - 5 

For students in classes 1- 5 Distance Learning Materials will be prepared by the Class Teachers. These 

will include main lesson, literacy and numeracy content along with artistic activities.  Where 

appropriate video and audio recording of story content, and other learning opportunities will be 

shared by the Class Teacher via email.  Class teachers will contact parents to outline their availability 

for ongoing communication and feedback regarding student work. 

 

Class 6  

For students in Class 6 direct teaching on a Microsoft Learning Platform will be offered from 8:45am 

to 10am each morning, Monday to Friday.   Distance Learning Materials will be prepared by Liz 

Morrell and specialist teachers.  These will include main lesson, literacy and numeracy content along 

with artistic activities.  Where appropriate video and audio recording of story content, and other 

learning opportunities will be shared via the learning platform.  In addition, all associated material, 

including (but not limited to) drawing, painting and modelling will be included in the learning 

package.  

Liz will be available on the ‘chat’ feature of the learning platform between 10:30am and 12:30pm 

Monday to Friday for parent communication.   

Work Submission and Teacher Comments – Primary Classes 1-6 

An individual folder will be available on SharePoint for required work submission and sharing of 

home activities.  Student work must be labelled clearly. 
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As a parent of Primary students, we ask for the following support:  

• Monitor email updates and check in with your child daily about the learning tasks and activities 

they are working on. 

• Designate a place where your child will work on his/her/their assigned tasks where appropriate.  

•  Support your child as needed in submitting work. 

Middle School Distance Learning Plan 
Statement of Purpose: In the occurrence of an entire Sophia Mundi shutdown, the Middle School 

intends to run a modified online programme for students in Year 7 – 10. We will continue to provide 

rich, appropriate curriculum content, tasks and activities to ensure that students are progressing 

with their education.  

Timetable and Work Requirements 

Synchronous Subjects – 
Microsoft Teams Delivery 

Asynchronous Subjects – working from learning booklets 
 

Main Lesson 
English 
Mathematics 
Science 
Languages  
 

Art 
Humanities 
Physical Education 
Life Skills 
Digital Technologies 
Design Technology 

Classroom Music 
Latin 
Project (Year 8) 
Drama 
Electives  
Eurythmy 

 

The timetable will remain mainly the same for ‘Synchronous Subjects’ in Years 7 to 10, with only 

slight variations, as to compliment the IB lessons. The ‘Synchronous Subjects’ will be delivered 

through Microsoft Teams or Classroom in their usual timeslot (see attached 7 to 10 timetables). All 

of our Middle School students are connected with Office 365 and SharePoint.  These platforms will 

enable Teachers of ‘Synchronous Subjects’ to deliver their lesson online and then set work for 

students to complete in their ‘Study Time’. Teachers of ‘Asynchronous Subjects’ will supply students 

with learning packages and/or electronic files on their Microsoft Team Site.  

 

Teacher Communication 

All teachers will be available on the ‘chat’ feature on Microsoft Teams during Years 7 to 10 ‘Study 

Time’ periods each day, answering posted comments of a general nature. 

Teachers will answer questions about individual students’ work via email. 

 

Work Submission 

Each student will be supplied an individual ‘Work Folder’ (labelled with their name) on SharePoint, 

for required work submission. Students work submitted must be labelled clearly. Teachers will 

determine work submission time and date. Within each student folder will be a ‘Teacher Comments’ 

document, where teachers can post comments back to students about their work. 

As a parent of Middle School students, we ask you for the following support:  

• Monitor email updates and be sure to check in with your child daily about the learning tasks, 

activities and assessments they are working on.  
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• Designate a place where your child will work independently on his/her/their assigned tasks.  

• Ask your child to provide a brief summary of the learning he/she/their is engaging in for each 

class to ensure their understanding of the content and of the process they are being asked to 

engage in to demonstrate their learning.  

• Ask your child about their deadline calendar and support them, as needed, in submitting 

assignments according to the established deadlines. 

• Remind your child to email his/her/their teachers if your child or you have questions or if you 

need extra help and support.  

Senior School - IB Diploma Distance Learning Plan 
All of our Senior students are connected with externally-assessed courses –IB teachers, students, 

and parents of IB students – are aware of the additional pressures related to this unexpected 

transformation of in-school instructional time to distance learning. 

During school closure, students will participate in meaningful learning experiences in each of their 

classes, even though they will not be physically present on campus. We will follow the normal 

timetable for classes.  

As a parent of Senior School students, we ask you for the following support:  

• Monitor Managebac updates and be sure to check in with your child daily about the learning 

tasks, activities and assessments they are working on.  

• Designate a place where your child will work independently on his/her assigned tasks.  

• Ask your child to provide a brief summary of the learning he/she is engaging in for each class to 

ensure their understanding of the content and of the process they are being asked to engage in 

to demonstrate their learning.  

• Ask your child about their deadline calendar and support them, as needed, in submitting 

assignments according to the established deadlines. 

• Remind your child to email his/her teachers if your child or you have questions or if you need 

extra help and support.  

Synchronous Interactions  

Students will engage in synchronous, or real-time, engagement with their teachers and classmates 

using use Microsoft Teams or Classroom. These will be recorded for those who are unable to attend.  

Teachers will engage in real-time with students in the following ways:  

• Individual: Students may request help by making appointments with their teachers, guardian 

or welfare person at an agreed time.  

• Scheduled Office Hours: Students can join office hours to ask questions or discuss learning 

with their teachers and classmates during specific times established by teachers.  

• Structured Synchronous Learning: Teachers or guardians may invite students to participate 

in a real time class meeting/lesson or in a small group work session. 
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Asynchronous Interactions:  

• Assignments and materials will be posted by 8:00 a.m.  

• Teachers will design learning in multiple tasks that complement each other in the development 

of understanding.  

• Teachers will provide a video and/or screencast to introduce the lesson and/or to provide 

instructions.  

• Students may be expected to participate in discussion posts.  

• The Resources needed to complete a task will not require the use of VPN or 

streaming/download of files that are excessively large.  

• Teachers will clarify in advance how students should contact them if they need assistance and 

will respond within 24 hours to all student inquiries on weekday 

Assessment and Progress Monitoring 

• Teachers will use a variety of assessment tasks to inform instruction, improve learning, and 

report on student achievement.  

•  Teachers will design assessment instruments and create environments that assist students in 

making good choices related to issues of integrity. 

• Establishing clear expectations and guidelines for use of sources and collaboration and including 

them as part of the assessment task.  

•  Post-assessment authentication through student reflection 

• Creating assessments that allow for student choice and development for how they will 

demonstrate learning. 

Formative tasks 

Students must complete assigned assessments that provide a check for understanding. These 

may include (but are not limited to) discussions, blog posts, forms, polls, reflections and written 

tasks.  

Teachers monitor student progress with ongoing and regular feedback.  

Teachers will determine when summative assessments are administered based on the data 

collected from formative assessments. 

Late submissions of formative assessments may not always receive feedback or comparably 

thorough feedback.  

Graded summative tasks: 

Students must complete assigned graded assessments (30-45 minutes, no more than once each 

week per class) to measure progress against learning targets. These may include (but are not limited 

to):  electronic portfolios, electronic quizzes/tests, writing assignments.  

Graded summative tasks that are performance-based will include a rubric and/or other forms of 

scoring criteria shared with students as part of the task overview.  

 Clear instructions on where/how to turn in assignments will be provided to students.  
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Special arrangements may be made for specific types of assessments (e.g. oral exams, performance 

assessments, IB internal assessments, various aspects of course selection). Students will be informed 

if they must participate in such an assessment. 

Suggested List of Required Materials for Students Undertaking Distance Learning 

• Headphones  

• Laptop with internet access and the following software applications:  

o Microsoft Word 

o Microsoft Excel  

o Adobe Acrobat 

o Video editing software 

• Physical textbooks for each subject  

• Calculator  
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